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Since it is not yet clear how bimanual techniques should be 
designed or employed, our approach in this paper is to push 
in a number of directions to see which techniques work out 
best in the context of a real system. This approach has a 
number of advantages: rather than evaluating techniques in 
isolation, we can see how they interact in a full system, and 
test this functional system with domain users. 

The contributions of this paper are: 

 The design of a virtual paper/CAS hybrid prototype that 
attempts to expose CAS tools fluidly as bimanual pen and 
touch operations (Figure 1).  

 The design of several synergistic pen and touch tech-
niques that collectively comprise a functionally rich page-
based system capable of supporting domain users per-
forming representative tasks (Figure 2). 

 A qualitative pilot evaluation and usability discussion of 
the prototype system as a whole, and the novel bimanual 
pen and touch techniques developed for it. 

RELATED WORK 
There have been several efforts to furnish CAS engines 
with a handwriting-based front-end. The MathPad2 system 
focused on a gesture-based UI for creating animated draw-
ings driven by handwritten mathematical expressions but 
also included several CAS commands for taking deriva-
tives, integrating, and solving multi-variate equations[19]. 
The MathPaper system, in addition to providing a gestural 
UI for simplifying and solving equations, also allowed ac-
cess to the full functionality of Mathematica by recognizing 
its 1D syntax[31]. MathBrush, alternatively, recognized 
handwritten mathematics and then provided a menu-based 
UI to CAS functionality[18]. Thimbleby explored a novel 
calculator UI[28] in which handwritten input is computa-
tionally enhanced as it is written to always show a valid 
equality. Our work differs from these works at both a user 
interface and a system level: we use multi-touch and pen to 
provide a general-purpose enhanced virtual paper metaphor 
and we support a multi-touch interface for interactively 
manipulating and transforming mathematical expressions.  

Anthony’s tutoring work[1] is complementary to ours; for 
instance, virtual pages could be used to present structured 
tutoring materials, and multi-touch math manipulation 
could support additional tutoring interactions. 

Also related are systems which explore various page-based 
interactions. WeSearch provides a multi-touch web search 
interface in which pages can be clipped and organized on a 
virtual desktop[23]. Other work explores pressure-sensitive 
surface techniques for arranging 2D paper-like objects, for 
example, to slide one page underneath another, or to peel 
back a page corner to see obscured content[8]. Integrating 
this work is a complementary research effort. 

In addition, there is a large body of work on pen-based 
digital notetaking techniques, including commercial prod-
ucts such as Microsoft OneNote which even supports prim-
itive calculator functionality and handwritten mathematics 
recognition, but no real CAS features. InkSeine is a notable 

research system that provides a virtual notebook with an in 
situ pen-based document and web search component[15]. 
We adopt a basic form of InkSeine’s web searching bread-
crumb technique to harvest page clippings.  

Recent research has focused on hybrid touch and pen inter-
actions. Brandl et al examine dynamically altering pen 
characteristics when the non-dominant hand is placed flat 
on the drawing surface, or bi-manually controlling widgets 
such as an undo history tool[6]. In addition, they explored 
bi-manual interactions that seamlessly transition from menu 
selection to direct manipulation, for example, to perform a 
bi-manual rectangular selection. Our related TAP gestures, 
however, blend into a virtual page metaphor where it is not 
necessarily desirable, for example, to always display a 
menu given a non-dominant hand finger contact or to use a 
menu-based interaction over a naturally parameterized, 
unambiguous gesture. Hinckley et al explored using touch 
to define a context for interpreting subsequent pen strokes, 
for example, to hold an object with touch and stroke off a 
copy with the pen[14]. Instead, we recognize partial pen 
gestures and display visual feedforward that can be dragged 
to confirm a TAP gesture. Frisch, et al also explore pen and 
touch, but not gestures requiring a combination of both[10]. 
OVERVIEW 
Joining mathematical computation with enhanced virtual 
paper extends the familiar paper-and-pencil interaction 
paradigm to improve workflow and assist conceptual un-
derstanding. Specifically, virtual paper facilitates the en-
capsulation of work products into page-like entities, which, 
unlike physical paper, can support ink-driven computations 
and can be arranged on a large, pannable virtual desktop. 
By recognizing handwritten mathematical expressions and 
converting them to manipulable typeset notations, virtual 
paper can obviate a range of tedious and error prone inter-
actions, such as when manually performing steps in a deri-
vation. For example, algebraic transformations can be exe-
cuted by pinching, stretching and dragging terms within an 
expression. Hands-On Math further provides a suite of ges-
tural techniques for creating and manipulating pages, anno-
tations, diagrams and web clippings. The unifying charac-
teristic of these techniques is how pen and touch combine 
to produce efficient interactions that can be robustly recog-
nized without physical buttons, pauses or other delimeters. 

Hands-On Math runs on a Microsoft Surface equipped with 
an infrared lightpen that can be distinguished from multi-
touch input because of its brightness. Hands-On Math uses 
the StarPad SDK[16] to recognize and convert handwritten 
math to typeset notations, gesturally create graph windows, 
and trigger symbolic and numeric computations with ex-
tended notations. Web queries, written as ink, return anno-
tatable, live web pages. Although Hands-On Math is fully-
functional, it is incomplete since it does not expose any 
disclosure techniques for learning multi-touch or pen ges-
tures. However, our preliminary prototypes indicate that a 
customized GestureBar [5] may be sufficient. 

In the next three sections, we present the novel UI design 
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OBSERVATIONS 

Participants were overall very positive about the potential 
of the system although there was a strong sentiment that the 
system might be more widely used if it were available in a 
portable form factor, such as a Tablet PC, or at least on a 
more ergonomic drafting table display that would make it 
easier to reach across the screen. In this section, we report 
specific details of their interactions with system features. 
Pages 
Participants appeared to experience little difficulty manipu-
lating and writing on pages, as several participants picked 
up the stylus and began adjusting the paper and writing 
without instruction. When asked how the virtual pages 
compared to normal paper, all participants reported that it 
felt natural despite the awkward light pen used for the ex-
periment. One user was unsure of whether he could place 
his hand on the page while writing, but all others seemed to 
write naturally. In addition, users were enthusiastic about 
the panning bar and played with it longer than needed to 
perform the requested tasks. Several participants spontane-
ously remarked that it was “cool” and that it would help 
them organize their pages into distinct regions. 

However, we also observed that participants experienced 
initial difficulty with the page creation and deletion inter-
face. Not surprisingly, no one discovered the bezel UI 
without instruction and some participants needed several 
attempts before remembering that two fingers were re-
quired to create a new page. Also, instead of performing the 
delete gesture as a single fluid motion, most users did it in 
two steps by first dragging the page partly off-screen and 
then lifting and tapping on the trashcan icon that appeared.  

Paper folding, which was only enabled at the end of the 
experiment, received mixed reviews. Some users thought it 
would help them make space on a page, while others did 
not feel that they needed such a feature. Several users 
commented that they did not feel that pinching was precise 
enough for them to accurately select the region that they 
wanted to collapse and suggested that a TAP gesture would 
allow them to draw precise boundary lines that could be 
confirmed as a fold with a pinch gesture.  
Gestures 
Since no mechanism was provided for gesture discovery, 
all participants required explanation for how to perform 
gestures. Verbal descriptions often were misinterpreted 
whereas a single hands-on demonstration was sufficient. 

TAP gestures received mixed reviews from study partici-
pants. Several participants noted that using two hands to 
perform an action seemed unnatural and thought that a uni-
manual technique would be preferable. In the case of the 
two selection gestures, participants generally noted that 
simple lassoing seemed more natural and would be used 
predominantly, although two thought that rectangle select 
would be more efficient. Participants also agreed that the 
rectangle selection TAP gesture would be best for making 
precise selections, such as when cropping an image. The 
fact that all selection gestures were simultaneously availa-

ble was considered a plus since there was no perceived cost 
to having the extra gestures despite the fact that TAP ges-
tures generate feed-forward. However, in the case of the 
space insertion gesture, participants were enthusiastic and 
eagerly explored different ways to manipulate their ink. 

The PalmPrint technique was particularly sensitive to hand 
posture in order for contacts to be generated for the palm 
and each finger using the Microsoft Surface SDK. Several 
users placed their hand flat on the surface and needed 
prompting to arch their hand because the SDK would not 
generate thumb contacts in particular. No participant re-
ported any discomfort when asked to successively lift and 
tap each of their fingers, although two noted that lifting the 
ring finger was difficult. When asked how they felt about 
having their hand on the surface when drawing, only one 
participant noted a preference to keeping their hand off 
screen. All participants were comfortable switching be-
tween red, green and blue ink without looking, although 
they all thought that being able to customize the function 
mapping for each finger was a useful feature. One partici-
pant suggested that it might be more convenient to have 
different function “palettes” instead of customizing each 
finger one at a time. Several participants noted that the 
PalmPrint would work well when switching modes fre-
quently, for instance to change colors in a drawing, but that 
the feature of having it collapse into a tool palette when the 
palm was lifted would be more useful when making occa-
sional mode switches. No participant indicated a preference 
for dragging the tool palette as a toolglass. Several thought 
that it was nice that they could “re-snap” the tool palette by 
simply placing their palm anywhere on the surface. 

When contrasted with using two fingers to pan graph con-
tents, finger posture was generally considered more diffi-
cult to remember and perform. Users seemed to exaggerate 
the instruction to use their fingertip by rotating their hand 
into unnecessarily awkward positions. The feedback widget 
showing the recognized posture was well received as users 
wanted to find the transition point between finger tip and 
finger pad. After a brief introductory period, participants 
seemed to control their posture without difficulty which 
indicates it may be useful as an additional mode. 

The under the rock menu initially appeared to induce un-
natural hand positions. Some participants dragged terms 
across their body and thus had to cross their hands to reach 
the menu; others tried to find ways to access the menu with 
the same hand they used to drag a term. In both cases, addi-
tional instruction about how to efficiently use the menu 
with one or two hands appeared to resolve the difficulty. 
Once learned, however, all participants found the technique 
to be convenient with only one suggesting that it could be 
improved by allowing the dragged term to be released as 
soon as the menu was activated (our implementation treated 
the menu as a modifier of the initial finger contact and dis-
appeared when the initial contact was released). Users 
overall did not find the semi-transparent menu to be dis-
tracting, although one noted that it took “getting used to.” 
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Math 
Participants reported that the ability to manipulate mathe-
matical expressions with simple manipulations would be 
very useful to them when doing math-related work – they 
liked the idea of working step by step and not just being 
given an answer. Participants were unanimous in noting 
that being able to manipulate math would both save them 
time and would help them avoid being confused by tran-
scription errors. Several commented that manipulating 
math would help them to explore possible transformations 
when they were unsure of the next step. All participants 
found that being able to seamlessly write mathematics and 
then create and explore its graphical representation was 
very powerful. However, some participants felt that multi-
touch dragging and zooming were insufficient and that we 
needed mechanisms for “resetting” the graph domain and 
range and for automatically choosing “good” bounds. We 
were surprised that despite the very poor quality of the light 
pen that we provided, participants could write math that 
was generally correctly recognized.  

In terms of functionality, some participants wanted higher-
level operations than simple algebraic transformations, with 
one requesting us to support all of Mathematica. Since 
StarPad already can use Mathematica for computation, add-
ing additional math functionality is quite feasible. All par-
ticipants thought that the ability to simplify equations and 
compute values would be very useful, although some wor-
ried that notations written on one page might affect compu-
tations on another and were satisfied when informed that 
expressions were scoped to their page. 
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Our central hypothesis, that people would learn and work 
more efficiently if CAS functionality were available in a 
paper-like environment, was not contradicted by our evalu-
ation. There seemed to be unanimous agreement that math-
ematical problem solving is most naturally driven by an 
unconstrained handwriting-based UI, but that paper and 
pencil, despite being the tool of choice, suffers from requir-
ing tedious and error prone transcription and from failing to 
provide basic computational assistance needed to avoid 
making “stupid mistakes.” The ability of our system to 
support free-form note taking, symbolic and numerical 
computation, graphing, and function transformation all 
“without” a UI led participants to conclude that the system 
has “great potential.” The most significant perceived obsta-
cle to adoption was the bulky, non portable form factor of 
our Microsoft Surface hardware and the low quality of light 
pen input, as compared to physical pens or even Tablet PC 
ink. It was also clear that extending the set of possible 
mathematical operations should be a high priority. We also 
feel important recognition techniques still need to be ad-
dressed, for example, to interpret math written on angled 
baselines, to automatically distinguish mathematics nota-
tions from diagrams and free-form inking, and to recognize, 
anchor and track annotations of typeset terms and symbols.   

Page metaphor. We also found that the choice of using ma-
nipulable pages as a primary UI element, as opposed to a 
whiteboard or book metaphor, appeared to provide a viable 
alternative to explicit grouping as an organizing principle. 
Users seemed to have a strong, a priori sense of how to 
organize information with pages. They expected math writ-
ten on one page to be in the same computational scope, and 
distinct from math written on other pages. They had strong 
feelings about wanting to grow pages to add related infor-
mation and to use a new page to enter logically different 
information. Being able to fold pages to make more space 
seemed natural and “cool” to most participants; however, 
many felt that a pen-based technique was needed to pre-
cisely define the pinch boundaries while also admitting 
they might not need folding functionality very often. Alter-
natively, users were captivated by the panning bar, identify-
ing it as a convenient tableau for collecting informal collec-
tions of pages and addressing the desire to spread a work-
ing set of pages out beyond the limited dimensions of the 
display surface. Pages also provided a natural work unit in 
which users could explore a problem, then discard the page 
if they were off-track, or push it aside to use a new page 
when handling an interruption. We expect that pushing the 
page metaphor more, for example, to flip, curl, staple, hy-
perlink, or embed pages may reap benefits. 

Sandwich Problem. With regard to specific UI choices, we 
were somewhat surprised to find that users were not in-
clined to be receptive to bi-manual interaction. We summa-
rize their reticence as the sandwich problem in which par-
ticipants felt that it was unnatural to require bi-manual in-
teraction since their other hand might be doing something 
else, like holding a sandwich. We interpret this to mean that 
users are not only concerned with actually using their other 
hand to do something else but they also were concerned 
that they might want to do something with their other hand 
besides improve a manipulation they could do almost as 
well with one hand. In essence, if the effort expended on 
bi-manual interaction appears to greatly exceeds any per-
formance benefit gained, then uni-manual interaction may 
be preferred. It is possible bimanual gestures take “getting 
used to” and so it may be appropriate to always have uni-
manual alternatives to ease the learning curve and to ad-
dress the sandwich problem. 

Recognition. Counterbalancing the sandwich principle 
somewhat, we observed that the most likely gestures to be 
misrecognized were those that required either multi-touch 
or pen input, but not both. Hybrid TAP gestures were not 
accidentally triggered during the evaluation. However, 
largely due to the poor quality of the pen used, there were 
occasions when a TAP gesture stem was not recognized 
causing ink to be left on the display. Thus we expect that it 
may be important to increase recognition latitude of the pen 
part of a TAP gesture, perhaps in response to sensing a 
hand hovering over the display, and/or to develop efficient 
recovery techniques when the pen stem is not recognized. 
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Physical skill. We also found it notable that different users 
employed different, often inefficient, physical strategies 
when performing gestures. When shown a more efficient 
technique, they were almost instantly able to improve their 
performance, in many cases having an “Aha” moment. For 
example, switching between finger tip and finger pad 
touching requires only the bending of the second joint of 
the index finger; however many users adopted awkward 
poses such as fully extending the index finger and rotating 
their arm to be perpendicular to the surface. Similarly, 
when switching from writing ink with a stylus to dragging 
terms with their finger, several users tried to find a place to 
put the stylus on the table instead of tucking it up in their 
palm. Several users noted that they would like to use under 
the rock menus with one hand, but did not figure out on 
their own that this could often be accomplished more easily 
with the index and forefinger instead of the thumb and in-
dex finger. Thus, we expect that pen and multi-touch tech-
niques may require more sophisticated and in-depth disclo-
sure mechanisms than pen only gestures, for instance. 

Disclosure and entrenchment. Even though multi-touch in-
put is relatively new, it seemed clear that some techniques 
have already become entrenched and others were harder to 
discover and master. For example, several users had trouble 
considering finger posture as an option for panning a graph 
because they felt that two-finger dragging was the de facto 
scrolling standard based on their experiences with Mac-
Books. They also considered their experiences with 
iPhones and MacBooks where all touches are equal. Thus 
extending disclosure techniques like GestureBar for surface 
interaction is worthy area for future research. 
CONCLUSION 
We presented a prototype system, Hands-OnMath, which 
reduces the barriers to accessing computational assistance 
during math problem solving by unifying CAS functionali-
ty with a virtual paper UI. This system contributes novel bi-
manual and gestural techniques for managing and writing 
on virtual note pages in addition to direct manipulation 
techniques for algebraically transforming mathematical 
expressions. Pilot studies indicate that, after refinement, a 
mature version of Hands-On Math would be a desirable 
tool for scientific and academic note-taking and ideation. 
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